
 - Instructions

The STORMBORN is a flysheet first pitching tent, that can be pitched as one with the
inner tent pre-attached, which makes erecting the STORMBORN a relatively quick and

fairly straight forward affair.

1. Lay the flysheet out on the ground and determine which is the front and back of the tent
(note: lay optional groundsheet first if required). In windy conditions it is a good idea to peg
out the rear two corners of the flysheet (with the wind coming from the back of the tent) to
stop it blowing away.

2. Fit all of the the pole sections together (make sure they are all fully seated) and carefully
feed the poles through the flysheet pole sleeves from the back. Then slide the cross pole
through its sleeve. It is easier to slide all of the poles in at the same time whilst the flysheet
is still flat on the ground.

3. Once all the poles are in their sleeves, first locate the two poles in the eyelets on the rear
corner straps, and one at a time locate each pole into their front corner strap eyelets. Do
this carefully and ease any clumps of sleeving down the poles as you go. The key thing is,
take your time, do not rush and do not force the poles through the sleeves. Ease the poles
through the sleeves removing any snags as you go, and always push the poles, NEVER
pull the poles through, as pulling will cause the pole sections to disconnect inside the
sleeves (This also applies when taking the tent down, again, always push the poles gently
through the sleeves to remove them). Finally locate the cross pole into its side strap eye-
lets. Some people (especially if erecting the tent alone) find it easier to ease the cross pole
into its eyelets (or just one eyelet) before the long poles as this helps the long poles form
the correct dome shape. With a little trial and error you will quickly determine which method
better suits you. The tent is now fully erect and free standing.

4. Make sure all the entrances are zipped up, and peg out the flysheet to produce a nice taut
and even shape. There are 15 tent pegs included with the tent, 9 pegs are used to peg the
tent flysheet down, and the remaining 6 tent pegs are used to peg out the included guylines
should conditions warrant it. There are 6 guyline tie points midway up the pole sleeves, one
on each of the four corner sleeves and one on either side of the central pole sleeve.

5. If the inner tent is not pre-attached, do that now. First locate the four floor corner clips and
mate them up to the corresponding flysheet buckles. Then simply attach all the toggles to
the hanging eyes, working from the lower back upwards and toward the front, until all are
connected. Your tent is now erected and ready for use.

                                   Any problems contact us at: station13@btinternet.com


